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Abstract: The most challenging issue with low-resource languages is the difficulty of obtaining
enough language resources. In this paper, we propose a language service framework for low-resource
languages that enables the automatic creation and customization of new resources from existing ones.
To achieve this goal, we first introduce a service-oriented language infrastructure, the Language Grid;
it realizes new language services by supporting the sharing and combining of language resources.
We then show the applicability of the Language Grid to low-resource languages. Furthermore, we
describe how we can now realize the automation and customization of language services. Finally,
we illustrate our design concept by detailing a case study of automating and customizing bilingual
dictionary induction for low-resource Turkic languages and Indonesian ethnic languages.
Keywords: low-resource languages; the Language Grid; language resources; language service
infrastructure; bilingual dictionary

1. Introduction
There are over six thousand languages spoken in the world [1], but the availability of resources for
each is extremely imbalanced. As of November 2019, Wikipedia was hosting 51,551,016 articles in 305
languages [2], among which there are only 16 languages that have more than 1,000,000 articles. The LRE
map [3,4], initiated by the European Language Resources Association (ELRA) for language resource
creation and sharing, represents information of 6143 resources covering 100 languages, among which
only 12 languages have more than 50 resources registered. Google Translate [5], a major machine
translation tool on the Internet, supports around 100 languages. Research on language resources and
evaluation continues to focus on just a small number of languages, such as English, Chinese, French,
German, Japanese, Spanish, etc. The majority of the world’s languages are low-resourced, which
makes it difficult to develop various tools for Natural Language Processing (NLP).
In recent years, the community of language resources and evaluation has been putting a lot of
effort into supporting low-resource languages [6]. Previous studies have proposed computational
linguistics methodologies for various types of NLP tools for low-resource languages, including
machine translation [7–11], part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing [12–15], speech recognition
and keyword spotting [16,17], word embedding [18], lexicon creation [19], etc. Some studies use
crowdsourcing approaches to annotate lexicons [20] and collect speech recognition data [21] for
low-resource languages. Some other research proposes a collaborative model for different types
of volunteers and contributors to take part in the knowledge organization process for sustainable
preservation of language diversity and succeeds in building multilingual parallel corpora for
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low-resource languages [22,23]. However, it is always time consuming and costly to create resources
and NLP tools for low-resource languages when starting from scratch. Therefore, it is necessary to deal
with the issue of efficient resource creation. In this paper, we aim at providing a general framework
that enables and enhances language resource creation for low-resource languages.
Our proposed framework is designed based on two aspects of language resource creation:
Automation and customization. Automation means that the framework enables the automatic creation
of new language resources for low-resource languages from existing language resources based on
service-based workflows. For example, a pivot-based dictionary induction service workflow can be
deployed in the framework, which can automatically generate a bilingual dictionary between two
minor languages A and C based on two existing dictionaries A-B and B-C, where B is a major language.
In the above service workflow, the pivot-based algorithm is one of the components. On the other
hand, customization means that the framework enables customized automation processes of language
resource creation based on the features of different tasks (e.g., different language pairs, different sizes
of the data). Here, we consider a new example of generating a bilingual dictionary between two minor
languages D and F via a major pivot language E. Since the situation is similar to the previous example,
we can use the same automated service workflow for dictionary induction. However, the component
of the pivot-based algorithm needs to be customized because different algorithms might be suitable
for different language pairs.
Based on the above design concept, we need an infrastructure that can easily share existing
language resources, compose various language resources for the automated creation of new resources,
and customize the automated composition processes. To satisfy these infrastructure requirements,
we developed the Language Grid, a service-oriented language infrastructure on the Web [24,25].
The Language Grid is built on service grid server software [26] and is based on the concepts
of fragmentation, which provides various language services, and recombination, which realizes
customizable language environments [27]. In fragmentation, existing language resources are wrapped
using standardized interfaces to create atomic language services. In recombination, atomic language
services are combined to create new services that offer automated service workflow processes.
Users can customize atomic language services in such service workflow processes based on their
own requirements. Since the Language Grid enables the automation and customization of language
services, it can be used as a basic infrastructure for language resource creation to better support
low-resource languages. In this sense, we are not aiming at building a unique framework just for
low-resource languages. Rather, we focus on how to utilize and extend current language service
infrastructures to support language resource creation for low-resource languages.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
•

•

•

We analyze the applicability of the Language Grid to low-resource languages. To enhance the
sharing of low-resource language services, we established the federated operation of the Language
Grid with three organizations in Bangkok, Jakarta, and Urumqi. As a result, the three federated
operation centers have shared 49 language services, most of which are for low-resource languages,
including southeast Asian languages, Indonesian languages, and Turkic languages. We confirm
the potential of the Language Grid for low-resource language service sharing and show the
necessity of enhancing language service creation by providing a general framework.
We propose how to realize the framework based on the design concepts of automation and
customization of language resource creation for low-resource languages. We then detail the
requirements for the four service layers (service grid, atomic services, composite services,
and application systems) in the proposed framework.
We illustrate our proposed language service framework using a real-world case study of
automating and customizing pivot-based bilingual dictionary induction services for low-resource
Turkic languages and ethnic Indonesian languages.
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2. Language Service Infrastructure: The Language Grid
The Language Grid [27] was born from a long-term research project of intercultural collaboration
in Kyoto University. The motivation was to provide the end users with an infrastructure that enables
unhindered access to language resources and creation of customized multilingual environments.
We started the research and development of the Language Grid in 2006, aiming at building a
service-oriented language service infrastructure on the Internet. The key idea of the Language Grid
is to shift from language resources to language services. The objective continues to be to move
beyond simply collecting language resources to sharing and interconnecting them as Web services.
The stakeholders include the service providers, the service users, and the grid operators [24].
There are four main service layers in the Language Grid [28]. The bottom layer, called the service
grid, manages all of the requests to the Language Grid and invokes language services. The service grid
server software consists of five parts that are necessary for service-oriented architectures: The service
manager, service supervisor, grid composer, service database, and composite service container [26].
The second layer is the atomic service layer, where users can create and register language services by
wrapping language resources and tools based on the service interface types defined by the Language
Grid. The third layer is the composite service layer, where atomic language services can be composed
by Web service workflows for realizing complicated functions. The top layer is the application system
layer, where different types of multilingual applications and intercultural collaboration tools are
developed and provided to end users. To bridge the gap between language service infrastructures
and application systems, we have also extended the architecture by introducing service invocation
components, which transform Web service interfaces into libraries of various programming languages
for easy service invocation and management [29].
To support the interconnection and customization of language services, we have put effort into
improving service interoperability and the standardization of language services by constructing a
Language Grid Ontology [30]. All language services use language resources wrapped in standardized
Web service interfaces defined by the Language Grid Ontology. In the Language Grid, language service
interfaces are organized in a hierarchical manner. The LanguageService class in the upper level can be
further classified into four classes: The SpeechService class for processing speech data, DataService
class for dealing with linguistic data resources, TransformationService class for transforming input
texts to output texts, and AnalysisService class for analyzing input data and outputting analysis
results [31]. Some of the available low-level service interface classes and examples of corresponding
service types defined by the Language Grid Ontology are shown below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

<translate> interface class: Translation, TranslationWithTemporalDictionary, BackTranslation,
MultihopTranslation
<search> interface class: BilingualDictionary, BilingualDictionaryWithLongestMatchSearch,
ConceptDictionary, DialogCorpus, ParallelText, PictogramDictionary
<parse> interface class: DependencyParse
<identify> interface class: LanguageIdentification
<analyze> interface class: MorphologicalAnalysis
<tag> interface class: NamedEntityTagging
<recognize> interface class: SpeechRecognition
<speak> interface class: TextToSpeech
<paraphrase> interface class: Paraphrase
<calculate> interface class: SimilarityCalculation

Table 1 shows an example of the details of the <translate> interface class. Since <translate>
has corresponding types of atomic services and composite services, including BackTranslation,
MultihopTranslation, Translation, and TranslationWithTemporalDictionary, it can be used to invoke
either an atomic translation service or a composite translation service, depending on the service
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endpoint information specified by the users. In the Language Grid, we developed a series of composite
services that consist of a group of atomic services and that inherit from standardized service interfaces.
For example, a composite machine translation service is composed of a morphological analysis service,
a dictionary service, and a machine translation service.
Table 1. An example of the <translate> interface class in the Language Grid.
Interface Method

String Translate (Language SourceLang, Language TargetLang, String Source)

Parameters

sourceLang: The source language
targetLang: The target language
source: The string to be translated

Return value

The translation result will be returned.

Description

The <translate> interface class is standardized for invoking a translation service in the
Language Grid, following the translation setting identified by three parameters: The
source language, the target language, and the string to be translated.
The <translate> interface class can be used to invoke an atomic translation service
when specified with the service endpoint URL for atomic translation (e.g., Translation),
or a composite translation service when specified with the service endpoint URL for
composite translation (e.g., TranslationWithTemporalDictionary).

Service endpoint
examples

Examples of the service endpoint of Translation: GoogleTranslate and KyotoUJserver.
https://langrid.org/service_manager/wsdl/kyoto1.langrid:GoogleTranslate
https://langrid.org/service_manager/wsdl/kyoto1.langrid:KyotoUJServer
An example of the service endpoint of TranslationWithTemporalDictionary.
https://langrid.org/service_manager/wsdl/kyoto1.langrid:
TranslationCombinedWithBilingualDictionary

3. Applicability of the Language Grid to Low-Resource Languages
The Language Grid has been operating since 2007 from Kyoto University and, as of November
2019, has 183 participating groups from 24 countries sharing 226 language services. The Language
Grid has been used for supporting various multilingual activities in hospital reception desks, local
schools, shopping districts, international symposiums, and so on [27]. Research and development
of the Language Grid have covered multiple areas, including artificial intelligence, NLP, services
computing, and human–computer interaction [24,25].
The Language Grid is a general infrastructure for language services, and so its design and
implementation did not focus on low-resource languages. In the early stages of the Language Grid
operation, most of the registered language services involved only English, Japanese, Korean, and
Chinese. This meant that we experienced many difficulties when the Language Grid was used to
support real-world multilingual activities involving low-resource languages. To enhance the sharing
of low-resource language services, we established the federated operation of the Language Grid with
three organizations: NECTEC in Bangkok, Thailand, University of Indonesia in Jakarta, Indonesia,
and Xinjiang University in Urumqi, China after 2010 (see Figure 1).
The Language Grids operated by different organizations are connected with each other for
language service sharing. The intention is to develop low-resource language services through the
Bangkok, Jakarta, and Urumqi operation centers, who provide language services for southeast Asian
languages and the Indonesian and Turkic language families, respectively [27]. Among the 226 language
services shared in the Language Grid, 49 are from the Bangkok, Jakarta, and Urumqi operation centers,
most of which are low-resource language services. Table 2 shows a selected list of language services
registered in these three operation centers.
As a first step, the Language Grid has already shown its potential for sharing low-resource
language services by connecting the federated grids operated by organizations in different countries.
However, we have also observed that low-resource language services were mostly registered at the
very beginning of the federated grid operation and that the number of such services has basically
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remained static. Therefore, we need to consider how to stimulate the creation of low-resource language
services based on existing language services.
Central Asian Languages
(Turkic Language Family)

Xinjiang Operation Center
(Xinjiang Univ., 2014- )

Kyoto Operation Center
(Kyoto Univ.，2007 - 2017)
(NPO Language Grid Assoc., 2017-)

Federated Operation of the Language Grid
Bangkok Operation
Center
（NECTEC, 2010 - ）

South-East/South
Asian Languages

East Asian
Languages
Indonesian Ethnic
Languages

Jakarta Operation Center
(Univ. of Indonesia, 2012 - )

Figure 1. Federated operation of the Language Grid for low-resource languages.
Table 2. A selected list of language services registered by the Bangkok, Jakarta, and Urumqi operation
centers with the Federated Language Grid. The services are categorized based on the service interfaces
defined in the Language Grid.
Operation Center

Registered Language Services (Selected List)

Bangkok
Language Grid
Operation Center

Translation: ASEANMT (Indonesian–English), English–Tagalog Translation,
ASEAN Machine Translation (English–Chinese, Brunei–English, English–Khmer,
English–Laotian, Malaysia–English), Thai–Laotian Machine Translation, Parsit
(English–Thai Machine Translation)
ConceptDictionary: Asian WordNet (Bengali, Hindi, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean,
Laotian, Mongolian, Burmese, Nepali, Singhalese, Sudanese, Thai, Vietnamese)
LanguageIdentification: Data Extraction (Thai)
PictogramDictionary: Thai Weaving Pattern with Impression
TextToSpeech: Vaja6 API TTS (Thai, English)
MorphologicalAnalysis: LexTo Word Segmentation (Thai)
BilingualDictionary: LEXiTRON Bilingual Dictionary Service (English–Thai)

Jakarta
Language Grid
Operation Center

Translation: Indonesian–English Translation
MorphologicalAnalysis: Indonesian Morphological Analysis, Indonesian POS Tagger
SpeechRecognition: Indonesian Speech Recognition

Urumqi
Language Grid
Operation Center

Translation: Uyghur–Chinese Translator
ParallelText: Kazakh–Chinese, Kyrgyz–Chinese, Uyghur–Chinese Parallel Text
BilingualDictionary: Uyghur–Chinese Technological Terms Dictionary, Bilingual
Dictionary (Kazakh–Chinese, Kyrgyz–Chinese, Uyghur–Chinese), Turkic Multilingual
Dictionary (English, Turkmen, Uyghur, Kyrgyz, Kazakh, Turkish, Chinese, Azerbaijani,
Uzbek, Tatar), Uyghur–Turkish–Chinese Dictionary

4. Language Service Creation and Customization for Low-Resource Languages
4.1. Design Concept
As discussed in previous sections, we need to consider the efficiency of resource creation and
sharing for low-resource languages. Therefore, we aim at designing a framework that enables
and enhances resource creation for low-resource languages. To achieve this goal, we focus on two
considerations: Automation and customization of language resource creation. Figure 2 provides an
example of a pivot-based bilingual dictionary induction service that illustrates our design concepts.
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Automation of low-resource language service creation
The framework must enable the automatic creation of new language resources for low-resource
languages from available language resources. For example, Uyghur and Kazakh are two
closely-related languages belonging to the Turkic language family, but no comprehensive bilingual
dictionary between the two low-resource languages exists. However, the Uyghur–Kazakh
bilingual dictionary can be automatically induced from the Chinese–Uyghur and Chinese–Kazakh
dictionaries if we develop a pivot-based algorithm that considers language similarity [32,33].
The whole process can be developed as an automated pivot-based dictionary induction service
workflow and employed in other comparable situations.
Customization of low-resource language services
The framework must enable the customization of automation processes for language resource
creation based on the features of different low-resource languages. Here, we consider an
Indonesian ethnic language example which aims at inducing a new Malay–Minangkabau bilingual
dictionary from existing Malay–Indonesian and Minangkabau–Indonesian dictionaries [34]. Since
the situation is quite similar to the previous example, we can use the same automation process
used in the Uyghur–Kazakh dictionary induction. However, the pivot-based algorithm must be
customizable, since the second example has a different degree of language similarity.
Automation of Language Service Creation
Input Dictionary A-B

Word Pair Extraction
from Dictionary A-B

Output Dictionary A-C

Pivot-Based
Bilingual Dictionary
Induction

+
Word Pair Extraction
from Dictionary C-B
Input Dictionary C-B

Constraint Approach to Pivot-Based
Bilingual Dictionary Induction
Output Dictionary A-C

Input Word Pair A-B, C-B

A-B-C Transgraph
Generation and
Transformation

Constraint Optimization
Problem Solving Customized
for Turkic Language Family

Constraint
Optimization
Problem Solving

Word Pair
Generation
for A-C

Constraint Optimization
Problem Solving Customized
for Indonesian Ethnic Languages

Customization of Language Services

Figure 2. An example of the automation and customization of pivot-based bilingual dictionary
induction for low-resource languages.

Automation of language service creation is realized by workflows that combine several atomic or
composite services. In the example in Figure 2, we have two dictionaries A-B and C-B as input, where
A and C are low-resource languages (e.g., Uyghur and Kazakh), while B is a major language (e.g.,
Chinese). We need to output a new dictionary A-C. At an abstract level, we need two services:
A word pair extraction service, which extracts word pairs from dictionaries, and a pivot-based
bilingual dictionary induction service, which executes the induction algorithm and outputs the target
dictionary. The pivot-based bilingual dictionary induction service is an abstract composite service; it
can be implemented by any algorithm that realizes the specified function. Here we suppose that the
user chooses a constraint approach to the pivot-based bilingual dictionary induction service, which
consists of three atomic services: A transgraph generation and transformation service, constraint
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optimization problem solving service, and word pair generation service. The transgraph generation
and transformation service generates a graph whose edges represent connections among any three
words in A, B, and C; the transgraph is transformed to include new edges that might be missing
in original dictionaries A-B and C-B. The constraint optimization problem solving service executes
an optimization algorithm to induce the word pairs of A and C. The word pair generation service
generates the target dictionary A-C based on the word pairs. Among the three atomic services,
the constraint optimization problem solving service can be further customized based on the features of
language pairs. For example, the constraints created to model language pairs within the Turkic
language family may not be useful for language pairs within the Indonesian ethnic languages.
Therefore, users can customize the constraint optimization problem solving service while keeping all
other services as they are.
4.2. Service Layers for Language Service Creation and Customization
Section 2 noted that the Language Grid is a language service infrastructure consisting of four
service layers that include the service grid, atomic services, composite services, and application
systems. We can also use these four service layers for realizing the design concepts of automation and
customization for supporting low-resource languages. However, we need to define more specified
roles for each service layer, as summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Layers of language service infrastructure and their roles for low-resource language service
creation and customization.
Service Layer

Description

Bottom Layer
(Service Grid)

The service grid manages the requests to the infrastructure and invokes
language services. In the context of low-resource language services, since
it is difficult for one single organization or a small group of organizations to
provide enough resources and services, the service grid must be realized in a
distributed manner and must enable the coordination of interconnections of
grids operated by different organizations.

Second Layer
(Atomic Services)

In this layer, users create and register language services by wrapping language
resources based on the service interface types. In the Language Grid, we have
already defined over 20 types of standardized service interfaces. However, we
need to deal with service interoperability if we consider a distributed service
grid for low-resource languages, since different operators may have their own
policies of providing services and the service ontology definitions.

Third Layer
(Composite Services)

In the composite service layer, users create and use service workflows
for realizing complicated functions like the example described in Figure 2.
Due to the variety of the features exhibited by low-resource languages,
the infrastructure must provide composite services with various granularities
so that the users can make decisions on how to best balance the automation
and customization for language service creation.

Top Layer
(Application Systems)

In the application system layer, multilingual applications and intercultural
collaboration tools for low-resource languages are developed by utilizing the
composite services and provided to end-users. The usage of the composite
services can be regarded as an evaluation method for the services provided
through the infrastructure. The feedback from the real world can be used to
improve existing composite services and design new services for low-resource
languages.

5. Case Study: Bilingual Dictionary Induction for Low-Resource Languages
This section uses a real-world case study of bilingual dictionary induction for low-resource
languages to illustrate our design concepts. We implemented the ideas described in Figure 2 by
realizing the bilingual dictionary induction for Turkic languages and Indonesian ethnic languages
(Austronesian low-resource languages).
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Bilingual dictionaries are important for low-resource languages since they can assist in the creation
or improvement of other language resources, such as systems of machine translation and cross-lingual
information retrieval. A common effective approach to bilingual dictionary induction for resource-rich
languages is to utilize additional resources such as parallel corpora, comparable corpora [35], parts
of speech [36], WordNet [37], and so on. Other studies have proposed the pivot-based approach [38]
and cognate recognition [39] for inducing bilingual dictionaries. However, the basic pivot-based
approach may generate inaccurate dictionaries due to inconsistency, asymmetry, and intransitivity [40].
To address this issue, context-aware pivot-based approaches [41] have been proposed; they focus on
selecting correct word translations by utilizing the context in sentences.
Bilingual dictionary induction is a difficult task for low-resource languages due to the shortage
in additional resources like parallel corpora. However, the pivot-based approach becomes a natural
candidate for low-resource languages if there are bilingual dictionaries for the low-resource languages
and a resource-rich language. To overcome the problems of the existing pivot-based approach, we have
proposed a new approach by modeling the pivot-based bilingual dictionary induction as a constraint
optimization problem [42]. Since no additional resources can be assumed to be available, all of the
constraints are defined based on the structures of the dictionaries and language similarity assumptions.
The general bilingual dictionary induction process was described in Figure 2.
5.1. Automation of Bilingual Dictionary Induction for Turkic Languages
We started by creating an Uyghur–Kazakh bilingual dictionary from two available dictionaries:
An Uyghur–Chinese dictionary (52,478 Chinese words, 70,989 Uyghur words, and 118,805 word pairs)
and a Kazakh–Chinese dictionary (52,478 Chinese words, 102,426 Kazakh words, and 232,589 word
pairs). Kazakh and Uyghur are Turkic languages and the lexicons of the two languages overlap by
81.9%, based on a classical lexicostatistical study [43]. From this fact, we made the assumption that
lexicons of intra-family languages offer one-to-one relationships. We first generated the transgraph that
connects all word pairs in the two dictionaries. Then, we defined the following constraints in the
constraint optimization problem and implemented the solution, which is described as the atomic
service of Constraint Optimization Problem Solving Customized for the Turkic Language Family in Figure 2.

•

Constraint 1: A pair of words, wiA (a word i in language A) and wCj (a word j in language C), in a
transgraph can be a one-to-one pair candidate if they are connected via at least one pivot word.
Constraint 2: Given a pair of words, wiA and wCj , in a transgraph, if they are a one-to-one pair,
then they should be symmetrically connected through pivot words.
Constraint 3: Given a pair of words, wiA and wCj , in a transgraph, if they are a one-to-one pair, then

•

they should be unique, such that no other candidates involving wiA and wCj are one-to-one pairs.
Constraint 4: In a transgraph, at least one one-to-one pair should be extracted.

•
•

We finally generated an Uyghur–Kazakh bilingual dictionary with 43,615 word pairs, which
is 84.2% of the theoretical maximum of word pairs that can be obtained. Moreover, the generated
dictionary attained 83.7% precision, approximately 10% higher than baseline methods. Details of the
constraint optimization problem formalization, solutions, and experiment results can be found in
our previous paper [43]. We then applied and extended the automated dictionary induction service
to generate a Kazakh–Kyrgyz dictionary and an Uyghur–Kyrgyz dictionary. Note that the three
machine-generated dictionaries, Kazakh–Kyrgyz (https://langrid.org/service_manager/languageservices/profile/kyoto1.langrid/KazakhKyrgyzDictionary), Uyghur–Kazakh (https://langrid.
org/service_manager/language-services/profile/kyoto1.langrid/UyghurKazakhDictionary), and
Uyghur–Kyrgyz (https://langrid.org/service_manager/language-services/profile/kyoto1.langrid/
UyghurKyrgyzDictionary), have been registered and shared in the Language Grid.
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5.2. Customization of Bilingual Dictionary Induction for Indonesian Ethnic Languages
We tried to apply the automated process developed for Turkic languages to Indonesian ethnic
languages (Austronesian low-resource languages). Our target was to generate a Minangkabau–Riau
Mainland Malay dictionary from a Minangkabau–Indonesian dictionary and a Riau Mainland
Malay–Indonesian dictionary. However, we found that the assumption of one-to-one mapping greatly
reduced the number of word pairs that could offset resource paucity [34]. This meant that we
should customize the existing atomic service of Constraint Optimization Problem Solving to suit other
low-resource languages.
Therefore, we proposed another constraint-based bilingual dictionary induction service by
defining nine constraints from the recent pivot-based induction technique while also enabling the
multiple symmetry assumption, which is described as the atomic service of Constraint Optimization
Problem Solving Customized for Indonesian Ethnic Languages in Figure 2. This approach was also tested
on three Indo-European high-resource languages to illustrate its generality. Experiments showed that
the proposed approach offered a statistically significant improvement in precision and F-score over
existing constraint-based methods, including the Constraint Optimization Problem Solving Customized
for the Turkic Language Family. Details of the defined constraints, the optimization approach, and the
experimental results can be found in our previous paper [34].
Currently, the work of bilingual dictionary induction of Indonesian ethnic languages is continuing
as a project called Indonesia Language Sphere [44]. We also extended our work by including humans
in the loop for the collaborative creation of bilingual dictionaries for Indonesian ethnic languages [45].
6. Conclusions
We proposed a language service framework for low-resource languages that enables the automatic
creation and customization of new resources from existing ones. We first described the Language Grid,
a service-oriented language infrastructure for sharing and combining language resources as language
services. Since the Language Grid has already commenced federated operation with Asian partners to
provide low-resource language services, it can be a basic infrastructure for low-resource languages.
We used detailed examples to describe how we could realize the automation and customization of
low-resource language services. Finally, we detailed a case study of automating and customizing
bilingual dictionary induction for low-resource Turkic languages and Indonesian ethnic languages to
illustrate our design concepts.
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